BOOKSHELF: The City of Brotherly Love takes center stage in two beautiful new volumes-

Two Finalists Are Selected for the Void at Ground Zero - Studio Daniel Libeskind and THINK (Schwartz, Virlooy, Smith, Ban, etc.)- New York Times

The battle for Ground Zero. By Hugh Pearman- HughPearman.com

A ‘wild’ tribute takes root in New York City: Piet Oudolf has been commissioned to create a 9/11 tribute garden- Christian Science Monitor

Surface Artery designs debated: Five urban design specialists called for bolder ideas from the 13 finalist design teams- Boston Globe

Op-Ed: Myths To Live By: The Jobs-Housing Balance: ...should people, not plans, decide where people live and work? By Wendell Cox- PLANetizen

New architecture turns fiction into fact: Greek designer puts Lebanese students to the environmental test - Thanos N. Stasinopoulos- Daily Star (Lebanon)

Prime Minister Seizes 4 Buildings on St. Isaac's Square, St. Petersburg: will announce a tender for the renovation- Moscow Times (Russia)

Take a glimpse into the government’s living room: Executive Yuan completed in 1940 influenced by the Bauhaus School and Frank Lloyd Wright- Taipei Times

World Children's Center plan riles neighbors: claim $250 million, 910-acre planned community... hidden behind the faces of children to push through a mega-bucks business.- Atlanta Journal-Constitution

Goldman School of Public Policy UC Berkeley: A new annex becomes a hands-on experience in preservation and urban design policy - Architectural Resources Group- ArchNewsNow


- Raimond Abraham: Austrian Cultural Forum, New York City
- Michael Jantzen: M - House, Gorman, California
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